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There are many video service websites (e.g., iqiyi
and youku) providing VIP services. In these video
services, users can register for VIP by paying fare
and then they can enjoy some special services in a
certain time interval. We just define the video sub-
scription as an aforementioned service. More and
more users enjoy this form of video services and
the number of the users is increasing all the time.
Unfortunately, it is extremely easy for the video
service provider to monitor and trace the online
activities of users, and as a consequence, the sen-
sitive information about the users’ personal habits
and interest may be exposed.

Therefore, in order to protect the interests of
both the users and the video service provider in
a video subscription service, designing a privacy-
preserving video subscription scheme is impera-
tive. We start by looking at the scheme of Lee
et al. [1]. They proposed that the users login the
system in a short period and provided an efficient
linking operation for users who do not need unlink-
ability for the next period. It means when watch-
ing a collection of short videos, the users might re-
quire a short time period so they can quickly “re-
anonymize”, when watching a 120-minute movie
straight through such re-anonymization may not
be necessary. However, it does not consider the
limitation of subscription expire date.

Therefore, in this article we present a privacy-

preserving video subscription scheme with the lim-
itation of expire date. This scheme proposes that
the users subscribing the video service must choose
the start subscription date and the end subscrip-
tion date. Simultaneously, we utilize the efficient
zero-knowledge proofs that a committed number
lies in an interval [2] to prove the start subscrip-
tion date and end subscription date to the service
provider. Moreover, we ensure that the users’ dif-
ferent logins cannot be tracked and linked by gen-
erating different anonymous login tokens with CL
signature [3]. In addition, we allow the real-name
payment and the real-name payment account can-
not be linked with any registered information re-
lated to the users. In order to protect the interests
of the video service provider, a user cannot login
the system more than one time in a login period
simultaneously.

Methodology. We present a description for the
video subscription scheme with limitation expire
date. This scheme consists of three participants,
the system setting provider, the server and the
client. And it contains six phases, including setup,
registration, login, link, end and logout. Figure 1
illustrates the overview of the privacy-preserving
video subscription scheme. Next we provide a de-
tailed description as follows.

Setup. The setup phase is executed by the
setup module of system setting provider and
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Figure 1 (Color online) Overview of the privacy-preserving video subscription scheme.

server.

(1) The system setting provider generates three
security parameters t, l, s. Then it lets n be a large
composite number whose factorization is unknown
by the server and client. And then it lets gn be an
element of large order in Z∗

n and hn ∈ 〈gn〉.

(2) The server chooses x, y, z1, z2 ← Zq and
sets X = gx, Y = gy, Z1 = gz1 and Z2 = gz2 .
The public key of the server is spk = (q,G,
GT , g, gT , X, Y, Z1, Z2) and the secret key is ssk =
(x, y, z1, z2). Here G = 〈g〉 is a bilinear group of
prime order q with target group GT . e(·, ·) is the
bilinear map and we let gT = e(g, g).

(3) The server states σ = (σ.cur, σ.next) and σ
is a pair of sets. σ.cur is used to store the tokens
of the current login period and σ.next is used to
store the tokens of the next login period. Then the
server must store σ into the database module.

(4) The server sets the time of login period T ,
the minimum and maximum of date t−∞, t∞.

Registration. The registration phase is the
interaction of registration module and registration
process module.

(1) The user controls the client, chooses d← Zq,
and determines the subscription start date exps
and the subscription end date expe. It constructs
M = gdZ1

exp
sZ2

exp
e and exp = expe− exps. Then

the client sends M and exp to the server.

(2) The client acts as the prover and the server
acts as the verifier in a zero-knowledge proof of
knowledge [4] to prove the d, exps, expe. If the
proof fails, the registration operation fails.

(3) The server computes the fare of this sub-
scription according to exp, and sends the fare to
the client. Then the client uses its real-name pay-
ment account to pay the fare for this subscription.

(4) The server chooses α← Z∗
q and sets a = gα.

Then it forms CL signature [3] s = (a,A1 =
az1 , A2 = az2 , b = ay, B1 = A1

y, B2 = A2
y, c =

axMxyα), and sends s to the client.

(5) The client checks the signature. If the client
checks successfully, the client sets the anonymous
access credential as sk = (s, d, exps, expe).

Login. The login phase is the interaction of the
login module and the login process module. If a
user wants to watch a video in the video service, he
or she must login the service after the registration.

(1) The user inputs the sk. Then the cilent
uses sk to create a blinded signature. It chooses
r1, r2 ← Z∗

q and computes blinded signature s̃ =

(ã = ar1 , Ã1 = A1
r1 , Ã2 = A2

r1 , b̃ = br1 , B̃1 =
B1

r1 , B̃2 = B2
r1 , ĉ = cr1r2).

(2) The client creates login token Yd(t) =
gT

1/(d+exp
s
+exp

e
+t). t is the start time of current

login period and it is unique in a login period.

(3) The client sends s̃, Yd(t) to the server. If
Yd(t) ∈ σ.cur, login fails. Otherwise, the server
checks the blind signature s̃.

(4) The client acts as the prover, and the server
acts as the verifier in a zero-knowledge proof of
knowledge to prove d, exps, expe, 1/r2 and tcur ∈
[exps, expe]. To get more information of the proof,
we refer the reader to [2,3]. If the proof fails, then
the login operation fails.
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(5) The server updates the token storage sets,
i.e., adds Yd(t) into σ.cur.

After login phase, the user can watch videos as
long as the subscription date is not expired.

Link. The link phase is the interaction of the
link module and the link process module. If a user
does not need unlinkability with the next login pe-
riod, he or she can execute this phase.

(1) The client uses sk to compute Yd(t) and
Yd(t+T ). Then the client sends Yd(t) and Yd(t+T )
to the server.

(2) The server checks Yd(t) ∈ σ.cur and Yd(t +
T ) /∈ σ.next. If not, the link phase fails.

(3) The client acts as the prover and the server
acts as the verifier in a zero-knowledge proof of
knowledge to prove d, exps, expe and tcur + T ∈
[exps, expe]. If the proof fails, the link operation
fails. Otherwise, the server adds Yd(t + T ) into
σ.next.

End. The period end module communicates
with the database module, and updates the to-
ken storage sets, i.e., empties σ.cur and puts all
the tokens from σ.next into σ.cur. Then the sys-
tem comes into the next login period. The client
who does not execute the link operation must login
again in the next login period.

Logout. The logout phase is the interaction of
the logout module and the logout process module.
If a user wants to logout the video service, he or
she can execute this phase.

(1) The client sends Yd(t) and Yd(t + T ) to the
server. Then the server checks Yd(t) ∈ σ.cur. If
not, the logout operation fails.

(2) Otherwise, The client acts as the prover and
the server acts as the verifier in a zero-knowledge
proof of knowledge to prove d, exps, expe. If the
proof fails, the logout operation fails.

(3) Otherwise, the server deletes the Yd(t) from
σ.cur. In addition, the server deletes the Yd(t+T )
from σ.next if it exists in σ.next.

Experiments. We set the elliptic pairing group
G is y2 = x3 + 1 mod p and set a 160-bit group
order (i.e., |q| = 160) and 512-bit base field (i.e.,
|p| = 512). We set the three security parameters
t = 80, l = 40, s = 40 and |n| = 512.

We conduct the experiments on a computer with
a 2.50 GHz Intel Core i5-2450M 4 CPU, 6 GB of
RAM and Windows 7 64 bit operation system.

We compare two prior subscription protocol
with our scheme. In Marina Blanton’s proto-

col [5], there are two main phases, subscribe and
access corresponding to registration and login in
our scheme. In Anon-pass [1] there are three
phases (i.e., registration, login and link) corre-
sponding to our scheme. The costs of registration,
login and link are respectively about 883, 535 and
355 ms in our scheme. However, in Marina Blan-
ton’s protocol the costs of subscribe and access
phases are 1069 and 1944 ms. We can see that
our scheme is faster than Marina Blanton’s pro-
tocol. Moreover, the costs of registration, login
and link in the Anon-pass protocol are respectively
296, 184 and 101 ms. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the Anon-pass protocol does not consider
the expire date. Although Anon-pass is more effi-
cient than our scheme, our scheme is more secure
than it.

Conclusion. In this article, we proposed a
privacy-preserving video subscription scheme with
the limitation of expire date, which enables the
users to subscribe the service, and to access the
service anonymously. This scheme can achieve the
limitation of subscription expire date. At the same
time, it can ensure that the users’ different lo-
gins cannot be tracked and linked in the video ser-
vice. Moreover, our scheme allows real-name pay-
ment to pay for the subscription service, different
from other anonymous subscription protocols or
systems which only provide anonymous payment.
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